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Kids Share Workshops Business Status  
 

 

Kids Share Workshops has been registered since 2011 as a Nonprofit/For-Profit Hybrid: Low-Profit 
Limited Liability Company (L3C) in the State of Vermont. L3C organizations are a new way to fulfill a 
social mission. A hybrid of a nonprofit and for-profit corporation, the L3C is run in a similar way to a for-profit 
company, but is like a nonprofit in that its mission is to do something for the social good. An L3C generates a profit 
but it isn't the sole priority. It is not tax-exempt, but it can seek investors and investments that are program related 
for funding. The IRS does restrict how much profit an L3C can make and property it can own. Also, this hybrid 
organization cannot engage in political work or lobbying. The organization must make clear that fulfilling a 
charitable goal is the primary reason it exists.  
 
Kids Share Workshop Umbrella Tax Exemption Option: Understanding Our Non-Profit Status and 
Why Your Support is Important to Us 

With each new community Kids Share Workshops reaches, we seek a new non-profit umbrella to provide Tax 
Exemption for businesses who have donated Workshop supplies and any other financial needs of support.   

Can you be our Umbrella? We seek a collaborative effort, support from non-profit organizations such as; schools, 
art organizations and International, Educational non-profits, which are closely intertwined with our non-profit goals. 
Collaboration is really our core element of our workshop’s successful structure. If needed, we sometimes seek fiscal 
sponsors for Kids Share Workshops, allowing us to apply for grants and accept donations ear marked for workshop 
needs. If cash donations or grants are received under an umbrella support, we give 3 - 10% of the donation toward 
your Non-Profit.  

What is an Umbrella Non Profit? It is an association of (often related, industry-specific) institutions, who work 
together formally to coordinate activities or pool resources. The umbrella organization provides resources and often 
an identity to the smaller organizations or programs which are not registered as a non-profit, but operate as a non-
profit. Sometimes in this kind of arrangement, the umbrella organization is to some degree responsible for the 
groups under its care. Kids Share Workshops maintains its own strong volunteer base, providing all the support we 
need, unless we have agreed to work with a large non-profit established organization or corporation. Often we are 
asked to work within their guidelines and with their volunteers.  

What we seek As Donations: We primarily seek donations directly from retailers. Some of the donations we 
request are as follows; Art supplies from Hardware Stores, Workshop Print Material from Copy Stores and end of 
the Workshop Reception Food from Grocery Stores. Small cash donations have been made in the past. We thank our 
donors and let them know our non profit tax exemption changes each time we have a new workshop. We can 
provide an Umbrella Tax ID from our new umbrella organization for that calendar year.  

Why are we NOT a registered Non-Profit?:  At one time we were registered as a 501c3 but found that by seeking 
out umbrella organizations to work with, we were able to more successfully carry out activities which we could not 
accomplish alone, due to changes in volunteer availability. Because we are a traveling workshop we felt it was best 
to work with other organizations who knew their community better than we did. Therefore, we found a better pool of 
experts and experience to make our workshops fresh and successful. We found stronger cross-cultural sharing and 
learning by co-creating and teaming up our resources.  

Why Support Kids Share Workshops? : Kids Share Workshops is mobile and fits the needs of each community it 
reaches by allowing volunteers to be the leaders, with guidance from the founder and Program Director, Kristina 
Applegate. By supporting Kids Share Workshops, you are supporting an arts enrichment workshop in your 
community, run by your community members, for your community children. 

Thank you!  
 
Kristina Applegate,  
Founder & Program Director 
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